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The top selling fantasy romance series on Amazon, now in
paperback exclusively from Ravensburger.
ABOUT THE SERIES

THE AUTHOR

Shortly before Jo's seventeenth birthday, strange images
suddenly fill her mind. Puzzled at first, she realizes she has
access to other people's memories. This has unexpected
consequences and involves Jo in layer upon layer of
mysteries. In this incredibly popular fantasy romance series,
first published on Amazon, Jo must figure out what her
unexpected ability means and who she really is.

Behind the pseudonyms Rose Snow and Anna Pfeffer are
Ulrike Mayrhofer and Carmen Schmit. As a team they write
moving fantasy stories, self-published through Amazon, and
have sold more than 500,000 books. "A Moment For
Eternity" is their publishing house debut in the young adult
branch under the best-selling pseudonym Rose Snow.
RIGHTS SOLD

CONTENT
Following Adrian's revelation, Jo tries to learn more about
the secret fraternity he is involved with. Finn helps her and
a friendship develops between them. Together they look for
her mother's missing diary, where Jo hopes to finally find
some answers. But instead of clarity, Jo soon has even more
questions: What kind of a key is the fraternity frantically
looking for, and does she really have it? And what about
Adrian? Is he truly her enemy, or should she trust her heart
instead?

Behind the pseudonyms Rose Snow and Anna Pfeffer are
Ulrike Mayrhofer and Carmen Schmit. As a team they write
moving fantasy stories, self-published through Amazon, and
have sold more than 500,000 books. One Moment, Forever
is their publishing house debut in the young adult branch
under the best-selling pseudonym Rose Snow.
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